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TORTURE AND RHETORIC IN ATHENS 

IN a short article published one hundred years ago, J.W. Headlam presented the thesis that 
in Athenian law the function of the challenge to torture slaves was to propose an alternative 
method of trial outside the dikaste^rion, a kind of ordeal.' The thesis met immediate opposition 
and-despite a brief rejoinder by Headlam to his first critic2-it has been rejected by those 
writing on Athenian law up to now,3 including G. Thiir, whose monograph is by far the most 
important work on the subject.4 However, the significance of the issue compels us not to let 
it drop. For it touches not only upon the use of torture, which affects our understanding of the 
position of slaves, but also upon the Athenian rules of evidence, indeed, their entire method of 

dispute resolution. The purpose of te present paper is, first (I) to revive Headlam's thesis in 
a modified form and (II) to answer the criticisms against it. I shall argue that Headlam was 

essentially correct with regard to the judicial function of the challenge, but his association of 
it with the trial by ordeal was misplaced. Finally, (III) I shall touch upon the influence of 
rhetoricians in Athens, for they appear responsiblre for some of the disagreement. 

I 

In the surviving speeches of the Athenian orators there are many reports of challenges 
(prokleseis) to torture (basanos). The challenges were made generally before the dispute reached 
the dikastrion, where the speeches are delivered. According to the usual reporin to te uut, a litigant 
proposed to his opponent to have a slave interrogated by torture: the owner would have brought 
the slave to his opponent for torture, but would have maintained a control over how it was done. 
The slave, the speaker argues, eknows the truth of the disputed point, ad torture, had it been 

applied, would have secured the truth.5 
However, in almost all of the reports the challenge was refused, and in no reported case has 

a basanos actually been completed as the result of a challenge. In view of this evidence, 
Headlam asks the question, 'What happened if the challenge was accepted ... [and] the torture 
really came off?'6 His answer is that a torture that was performed in these circumstances would 
resolve the dispute, that there would be no recourse then to a dikasterion, and thus that there 
would then be no speeches to report a completed basanos. In fact, as Headlam knew, he was 
not the first to propose the thesis; in the second century AD, the lexicographer Pollux also said 
that the function of the challenge, whether to some defined oath or testimony or basanos or to 
something else of that sort, was the resolution of the suit.7 Many cases were not so straightfor- 

J.W. Headlam, 'On the 7Tp6KXiit; eit; P&avov in Attic law', CR vii (1893) 1-5. 
2 See C.V. Thompson, 'Slave torture in Athens', CR viii (1894) 136 and Headlam 136-7. 
3 See e.g. R.J. Bonner, Evidence in Athenian courts (Chicago 1905) 72, J. Lipsius, Das attische Recht und 

Rechtsverfahren (Leipzig 1905-15) 889 n. 91, A.R.W. Harrison, The law of Athens ii (Oxford 1971) 147-50. 
4 G. Thir, Beweisfiihrung vor den Schwurgerichtshofen Athens. Die Proklesis zur Basanos (Vienna 1977). 

Thir's conclusions have been followed recently by M. Gagarin, 'The nature of proofs in Antiphon', CP lxxxv (1990) 
22-32, and S. Todd, 'The purpose of evidence in Athenian courts', in Nomos. Essays in Athenian law, politics and 
society, P. Cartledge, P. Millet & S. Todd, eds. (Cambridge 1990) 19-40, esp. 34-5. Sympathy with the views of 
Headlam and those expressed here has now been expressed by the social historian, V. Hunter, Policing Athens. Social 
control in the Attic lawsuits 420-320 BC (Princeton 1994) 70-95. 

5 I am in complete agreement with Thuir 181 when he argues that it was the function of the basanos either to 
affirm or to deny a statement formulated in the challenge. The torturer would not fish for new information. 

6 Headlam 1. 

Pollux vii 62: 7Tp6KXTnm; 6' rrto XfOit; Tf; 5ficr; trf TIVI cbptot?VQ 6pKp fl p.apTupt( f| adv fn 
&Xo TIVt TOl top. The Suda, s.v., mentions private arbitration as well. Cf. Dem. xlv 15-16. 
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ward, for the statement of a slave might render only circumstantial evidence. Here the Athenian 
legal process gave protection to the slave (even if not intentionally). If a litigant wished to torture 
a slave with credibility, he had to make an agreement with his opponent and be willing to let the 

point, even the whole case, rest on the outcome. Sometimes this decision was a close call (see 
Dem. xxxvii 41). The mistake of many scholars, including Headlam, has been to emphasize the 
torture itself, while ignoring the challenge. Few would dispute that the Athenians agreed through 
challenges to end disputes by private arbitration or the swearing of prescribed oaths.8 But the 

irrationality of resolving disputes by torturing a third party, as well as some obfuscated passages 
in the orators, has prevented Headlam's view from receiving wider acceptance. 

The basanos-challenge functioned only for private disputes. Where state security was 

threatened, for instance in a case of treason, no private settlement was possible. On the other 

hand, in private disputes where exile or the death penalty was possible, for a homicide for 
instance, despite Thiir's concerns,9 it does not seem problematic that after privately surrendering 
the dispute through a basanos procedure an accused party would go into exile and leave the 

case judicially uncontested. Alternatively, if through the basanos he were shown to be innocent, 
the prosecutor would have little ground for continuing the prosecution. In either case, the 

validity of the basanos as a dispute-ending procedure would be guaranteed by sufficient 

witnesses from both sides. 
Headlam offers several passages in support of his thesis; in each the basanos is portrayed 

as an alternative method of dispute resolution. In Isocrates' Trapezeticus, basanos and 'being 

put on trial' are pitted as alternatives: '(instead) he submitted both to being put on trial and to 

having the other accusations (made against him), so that there would be no basanos concerning 
this matter'.10 In Lycurgus, the basanos is contrasted with the dicasts and so with the court, 
where, it is claimed, it is possible to mislead: 'What people was it impossible to lead astray 
through cleverness and the devices of the speech? According to nature, as you know, those 
tortured, the male and female slaves, were going to tell the entire truth concerning all the 
injustices'. In [Dem.] xlvii, a suit for false testimony, acceptance of the basanos would 
involve release from the affair and the 'risk' from the dicasts: 'for while it was possible for 
them to be released of the matter and not to run the risk of coming before you by certifying in 
deed that the testimony was true, they have not been willing to surrender the person'.12 In the 
Tetralogies, there is an informal challenge made before the court to let the case stand on an alibi 
that is to be supported by basanoi: 'for I surrender all of my male and female slaves for torture; 
and if I appear [as a result of the torture] on that night not to have been at home asleep or to 
have gone out somewhere, then I agree that I am a murderer'. 13 

In Dem. xxxvii 40-2 there is mention of an accepted challenge to torture that then broke 
down. But in section 40 the dispute-ending purpose of the basanos is clear: 'he read to me a 

great challenge demanding to have a slave tortured who, he claimed, knew these things and if 

8 See recently D.C. Mirhady, 'The Oath-Challenge in Athens', CQ xli (1991) 78-83. 
9 Thiir 211-14. 
10 Isoc., Trap. xvii 55: it|i?IV? Kaict Kaix; (FiyEv Kat ic; &XXa; adtat tX;lv, 6xaTe giTegav P6tavov 

inepi TOf) nTp67iaTo; TOicTOV ycvavo0ai. 
l Lyc., Leocr. i 32: tfva(; Mov6vatovv vq etev6'Tr1 t icati tat ; PracapaxKncvai; Tae' Tof X6yoV rxapayayiv; 

KaxTc opibtv Tofvvv paoavit6v?vot ncav v 6cv ?av teav pt TVxvtcov ToV 68l5gcrTcov t?g?XXov op6aoeiv 
oi oiKtXctt Kacti c O?pAMavav. 

12 
[Dem.], Ev. xlvii 5: ;6&v yop oatoti; 6XX(xoax cppaf6dlcov Kcat gie Kitvxv?i6etv etat6va; ;etq 6ta;, 

tpy(p PePaixjoavTa;q 60; ritqO/; lgGTv v gapTvpta, O~cK 0OeXctKaco 7tapa6o0vat n/IV &v0po)7ov. 
13 

[Ant.], Tetr. i 4.8: nd6cva; nctpact6oit pacvtotvfa- cKat cv gtl 4Cvavd taOti' Txi VVKd c v otK(p 
KaOt060ov fi t4e?06ov nOI, 6goXoy6) 0ove?b; elvti. 
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they were true, I should pay the statutory debt, and if they were false, the torturer Mnesikles 
would assess the value of the slave'.14 In [Dem.] lix, a challenge expressly includes the 
condition that the litigant, Apollodorus, discontinue litigation if the basanos goes against him: 
'and if it should appear from the torture that this man Stephanus had married a citizen wife, and 
that these children are his by another wife and not by Neaera, then I was willing to withdraw 
from the contest and not to pursue this charge'.5 (The challenge is made so explicit because 

formally, as a graphe, the charge should not have been settled privately.) In Lysias vii the 

litigant indicates that whichever way the interrogation had turned out, the dispute would have 
been decided: 'for if (the slaves) said what this man wanted concerning me, it would not have 
been possible for me to make a defense, but if they did not agree with him, he was liable to no 

penalty'.6 In On the Embassy, Aeschines challenges Demosthenes before the court and 
demands that the entire dispute be resolve by basanoi: 'if the slaves when tortured say that I 

slept away from my messmates, don't spare me, men of Athens, but rise up and kill me. But 
if you are disproved and lying, Demosthenes, then pay this sort of penalty'. (It is a mock 

challenge, like Tetr. i 4.8, because the basanos cannot take place before the dicasts.)18 In Dem. 

xxix, although many witnesses are offered on circumstantial points, the basanos-challenge 
relates to the point on which the whole case depends: 'since I knew that you would cast your 
votes concerning this issue, I thought it necessary to do nothing else before testing this man 

through a challenge'.'9 It could have carried the weight of the entire suit. 
Thtr raises the concern that in several speeches (e.g. Lys. iv 10-11, Is. viii 9 & 17 and Dem. 

xxx 26-7 & 35) the challenge deals with several questions and not simply the one that would 
decide the dispute.20 However, it seems to me that in all of the passages every one of the 
questions could have decided the case by forcing an admission that would have been decisive. 
As Thur makes clear,21 part of the preliminary strategy of a dispute was to elicit admissions 
(homologiai) on circumstantial issues. Regardless of the irrelevance of some point to the central 
issue, as may be the case in Dem. xxxvii 27, the parties could embarrass each other with the 
refused challenges. If a litigant knew his opponent would refuse the challenge anyway, why not 
offer to let the case depend on it? 

Headlam bolsters his thesis by comparing the basanos-challenge to the oath-challenge, whose 

14 
Dem., Pant. xxxvii 40: avyt y 6IKt c i oo 7tIp6KqonGtv gaoKpfv, 6v, 6I v 

q,96 v OottV O Krv xaxfa 
CrOvei&tVCa, 3aXavteo0a0l, K&V ?1V b T ' raft6Xki0, tcv 56tKrv 6rttJrTov 6I?iv aoT(p. t 6v 6? e , tr6v 
paoavOoarv MVfOK?a 7nv )rp 0ov' etvOa? O /;iR7;, TOD - anI65. 

15 [Dem]., Neaera lix 121: Kai ?&v (avriycTai K tr poaatvou yfiac; ZXtavo; oioato duarfv yuvaiica, 
Kai 6vT?E; a)Tc(p o01 aie oL'oI t ?tpa; yuvactK6; a6l;n Kcoi gt Nacpacx;, fIOeXov dtofatakac TOD 6ry6vo; 
Kaiodt g etnval 'fiv ypa([)v Tatlcnrv. 

16 
Lys., Olive-Stump vii 37: iept ?,0of) ?v yxp et ??eyov & oToT; ?Pof)6?To, of)8' 6Cv dKokoyflawsOat got 

teyfveTo- TOfTQ) 6' et Agi C4oX6youv, of65eftq iji QCf NvoXo; i'v. 
17 Aesch., Emb. ii 127: K&V 3aavit6gIe?VOI (Coxiv 6cn6KOiT6v p? TOTCrovi 7r6n7OT? TCiV aiOfTcov 

wEyovvalt, (f OetaojaO9? 1go), ) &v6p?e; 'AOlivaioi, dcX' vcvvaT6vTe; d6oKTetvaTe. tv 6' teeOyXOc; 
WeIV66glevo;, Arng6af6ev?;, oToarflTv 6f5cv 66;. 

18 See Dem. xlv 16. Cf. Harrison 149 n. 4. Thur 190-2 is inclined to accept the legal, if not the practical 
possibility of a basanos before the dicasts in private disputes. In public disputes, moreover, where a whole day was 
allocated to the disputing positions, he sees the completion of Aeschines' challenge as more practically possible. I 
am more persuaded by Demosthenes's simple denial of the possibility in xlv 16. The rhetorical flash of Aeschines' 
challenge seems little diminished by the fact that its fulfilment was a legal impossibility. Andocides i 25-6 and 35 
makes analogous mock challenges. 

19 Dem. Aph. 3 xxix 11: Kact tept xoUtou tfv "Ofl4ov gaxs; otTavtra; t7n7T6cE8vo;, @0A6v 6eiv irio6v 6XCo 
xoVtoi 7cp6T?pov fl TofTov 7pOKa1xXofg?vo; Wyat. See also xxix 38 and 51-3 and xxx 35. 

20 Thur 211-13. 
21 Thur 152-8. 
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function as an extra-judicial means of settling a dispute is supported by strong evidence.22 But 
he also makes other remarks, and it is with them that I wish to take issue. First, he suggests that 
the basanos procedure was very rarely, if ever, used during the age of the orators.23 About this 
view we do not have sufficient evidence. If it was used and if it always led to resolution of the 
dispute, we would not expect to see it mentioned in speeches before the dikasterion, which was 
the court of last resort. (We do hear of one case, Dem. xxxix-xl, in which the less commonly 
mentioned oath-challenge was used to resolve a dispute.) Certainly the arguments we see 

concerning basanos, for and against, do not suggest that it is moribund or obsolete. Rather, they 
suggest the opposite: the great number of speeches that mention the possibility of slave torture 
suggests that its employment continued to be an actual possibility in many disputes. If the 
dicasts had not heard of its use in private disputes in fifty or more years, the challenge would 
have become a very transparent, and thus ineffective, tactic. I imagine that some forms of 
torture were used to settle disputes within an oikos with some regularity (see e.g. Lys. i 16, 18- 
19 and Dem. xlviii 16-18). and certainly torture, albeit different in function, continued in use 
where state security was in jeopardy (see Dem. xviii 133, Dein. i 63 and other passages cited 

by Thalheim in RE iii, 1 [1899] s.v. bCTarvoi). 
Headlam also wishes to liken the basanos to an 'ordeal'. He argues, 'if we knew more about 

the early history of Attic law, we should find that the effectiveness of the basanos depended 
very little on whether or not the man who was submitted to it knew anything at all about the 
matter on which he was questioned, and that it is really a vicarious ordeal, altered and wrested 
until it has become little distinguishable from ordinary evidence'.24 Headlam is right that we 
know little of the early history of Attic law, but it is an integral part of the arguments that 
favour the basanos that they say that the slave 'knows the truth' of the matter.25 It always 
appears as a way of eliciting truthful information, or, more precisely, of affirming or denying 
a proposed statement.26 

II 

Critics of Headlam want to make a distinction between those challenges that are to lead to 
resolution of a dispute-which all admit that there are-and those that simply have an evidentiary 
purpose. My view, like that of Pollux (see above, n. 7), is that they are all meant to lead to 
resolution, since that is the nature of the formal challenge. Criticism has centered on three 
points.27 First, there are texts that appear to indicate that the results of basanoi could be 
employed before the dikasterion. The basanos-challenge would then not be an alternative means 
of settling a dispute, but only a means for securing a piece of non-binding-evidence. Second, 
there are texts in which the basanos is compared to other forms of evidence that come before 
the courts, such as the testimony of free witnesses, with the implication that they share a similar 
status. Finally, there are texts according to which, it is claimed, the basanoi, had they taken 
place, would have come to court. All of these criticisms can be met. 

22 See Mirhady (n. 8) and Thuiir 205-6. 
23 The assumption that the basanos procedure was not employed during this period is shared by Thiir, who 

makes that assumption the basis of his sixth chapter. 
24 Headlam 5. 
25 Thiir 111-31 affirms the integral presence of the verb (Tov)ei6tvai in reference to the slaves. 
26 There are several passages in Attic literature in which a speaker expresses a willingness to undergo fire, 

voluntarily, in order to demonstrate good faith: Soph. Ant. 265-6, Xen., Symp. 4.16, Ar., Lys. 133 and Dem., Conon 
liv 40. But in these situations the pain to be endured is not meant to elicit any information or to act as a test. They 
also appear, accordingly, to illustrate something different from the mediaeval ordeal. 

27 I follow here the arguments of Thur 207-11. 
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In the first group there are nine texts. The first is Lys. vii 37: 'mind you, I was so solicitous 
because I thought that it was to my benefit that you learn the truth about the matter from 
basanoi, from testimonies and from sure signs'.28 Here, as elsewhere, despite the most natural 

reading, the litigant means not that he would produce the basanoi themselves for the dicasts. 

Rather, he means only that he will produce the challenge to basanoi that he presented to his 

opponent. Since the opponent refused the challenge, the litigant feels justified in mentioning 
basanoi as if they had taken place and as if they had been in his favour, as is suggested by the 
reversal argument in vii 36: 'if I did not submit the people when Nicomachus was demanding 
them, I would appear to be conscious of my own guilt; accordingly, since he was not willing 
to accept [them] when I was submitting, it is right to form the same thought about him'.29 In 
Isoc. xvii 54 there is also a suggestion that the dicasts should have the results of a basanos read 
before them: 'Pasion, since he knew these things, wished you to conjecture about the matter 
rather than to know clearly'.30 The nature of this basanos-challenge as an alternative proposal 
is made clear in section 55 (see above, n. 10). The emphasis of the passage quoted here is that 
the dicasts decide by conjecture, not with clear knowledge. The words poxk&ov 0I aOabt; 
e8i6vaI reveal a conceit: since they have no direct knowledge of a dispute, dicasts always 
decide by conjecture. The 'clear knowledge' stemming from a basanos-clear to both disputing 
parties as well as to other witnesses to the torture-would have obviated the need for the dicasts' 
decision. The more appropriate verb for the second-hand knowledge of the dicasts, as in Lys. 
vii 37, is nTuefoovt. 

[Dem.] xlvii 35 provides what might be seen to be the strongest evidence against Headlam: 
'although I have demanded (this slave), I am not able to get her, so that you may learn the 
truth'.31 However, in sections 7-8 it appears the basanos could have 'released' (7dcX6lX%oit) 
the allegedly false witnesses from the trial. Again, the speaker makes a presumptive point, as 
if the results of the basanos would have come before the dicasts, when in fact he can only refer 
to his own willingness for the procedure with the assumption-based on his opponents' refusal 
of the challenge-that the basanos would have been in his favour. Dem. xxix 11 (quoted above, 
n. 19) provides a clearer sense of how this presumptive argument is made. There the elenchos, 
the test, is achieved not by the basanos but by the challenge and its refusal. The implication is 
that through the refusal the opponent reveals that he knows he is in the wrong. In Dem. xxx 27 
a similar scenario is described: 'since I wished to make these things clear to all of you, I 
deemed it right to disprove him'.32 Demosthenes goes on to reveal that he challenged Onetor 
before witnesses, whereupon Onetor refused the basanos on one point and admitted to the 
other.33 

In [Dem.] xlix 57 there is mention of a basanos-challenge over one of several points. 
Disagreement arises over the status of this point, had the basanos occurred. The key phrase is 

28 
Lys., Olive-Stump vii 37: tycb rofvuv ti; roVTro 7Tpo0gfta; doItxK6griv, ilyo1Oevo; ?Tt' lgot) cvact Kicat 

?K RCapCpcov Kai ?K T?K|LiCrptoV tb ipt TOE 7paYiaT Ta0r69fl 7rtaOal. 
29 vii 36: ?t NiKog6cXoo taiToiVTTO; vpo; &tvOpftom gO nrpe5tf8o)ov, 566Kouv &v tamv awvet86val- 

Eci.f1 Toivuvv ?IoL 7tapao656vTro; OTOo; iapacaxpeiv OiVK fIcOXc, 5OKatov Ka irapi TO'OVTO ti'v aAtiv 
yvglTnv aXeiv. The 'reversal argument' (hypothetische Rollentausch) is common; it is discussed by Solmsen, 
Antiphonstudien (Berlin 1929) 10-14 and Thuir 269-71. 

30 
Isoc., Trap. xvii 54: & obto; ?ti8; ? ipoiAj'Ofri ctiKaLv 6tas&; nipi ToD ip6tcaroq g6aXXov f csaoxcb; 

ettvau. See Thuir 294-6. 

[Dem.], Ev. xlvii 35: tyfb 5? ?taorrV 0o- 6tvaRai TiapaXa?peilv' [V Lii(;,1 V r X0?aiGaav 7r09ro 8e. 
32 Dem., On. I xxx 27: poiX6g?vo; 8' 8Ft(avf 7oIt'a tamxa iacscnv o4iv, ?tX/ytev aoc(6v i4fouv. Cf., 

Dem. xlv 62. 
33 On such partial admissions and the procedural consequences of them, see Thuir 152-8. 
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the following: 'and to exploit this sure sign before you that I am lying also with respect to the 
other matters'.34 The 'sure sign' (T?Klfgptov) is the unrealized eventuality that the basanos had 
gone against him. Thur argues that the passage can only be understood to mean that the basanos 
should serve both as a Beweismittel concerning the one point and as the basis for further 
conclusions, that is, whether or not the speaker is lying about other matters as well.35 But 'that 
I am lying also with respect to other matters' can only mean that the speaker would have had 
to admit lying on the point tested by the basanos, if it had gone against him. Dem. xxxiii 13-14 
shows it was possible to put aside some charges in a litigation through an accepted challenge: 
in that case it is an oath-challenge. 

In [Dem.] lix 120 there is again reference to a challenge: 'I tendered him a challenge ... 

through which you might have known all the true facts'.36 Thur puts emphasis on tgliv ('for 
you') and argues that the basanos would come before the dicasts. But it is through the challenge 
(6t' f5), not the basanos, that Apollodorus proceeds to argue: 'and he himself will disprove 
himself because he is saying nothing sound after being unwilling to surrender the servants for 
torture'.37 Lycurgus i 28 also mentions the dicasts' knowing the truth: 'I think that it is 
necessary that about such great matters you do not vote by conjecture, but by knowing the 
truth'.38 In i 29 the source of 'the truth' is again revealed as his opponent's refusal of the 

challenge: 'for by fleeing the test by those who know, he has agreed that the charges are true'.39 
Finally, there is Lys. iv 11: 'Each of these points, as well as others, would have been nothing 
other than easy to make clear in other ways and especially by these means'.40 Thiir and many 
others translate to)Tot; as die Geschworenen, the sworn judges ('make clear to these men'). But 
elsewhere in the speech the Areopagites, who are acting as judges, are always referred to in the 
second person. For this reason it seems better to translate the word as an instrumental dative 
referring to the elenchoi, that is, the basanoi. In iv 14 the test of the basanos and argumentation 
before the Areopagites appear as alternatives: 'he thought that after putting aside so accurate a 
test, it would be easy to deceive you'.41 The test does not quite indicate that the basanos would 
have obviated an appearance before the Areopagus, but that is clearly the suggestion. Sections 
12 and 17 of the speech give further indications of the decisiveness of the basanos. 

The second group of texts shows the basanos compared to other forms of evidence, either 
as confirming them or opposing them.42 In the first three the basanos is to serve as an elenchos 
for witnesses. First, Is. viii 10: 'since I wished in addition to the existing witnesses to have an 
elenchos done concerning them from basanoi-in order that you might believe them, not as 
(witnesses) who were yet to undergo an elenchos, but as having already undergone it concerning 
the matters about which they are testifying-I thought it right that they hand over their slave 

34 
[Dem.], Tim. xlix 57: Kcxt TeKluqpiop TOTQ)p KaTarqp Gac9Oati 7p6(; 34ax;, 6n tyob KMa T&UXa X e'60ogx. 

35 Thur 208 n. 12. 
36 

[Dem.], Neaera lix 120: 7cp6KXrjnv ncOnTv 7cpoOKack^c[airiv...5v ' ..i8 tv 34tiv i6vTa TcXoi6fq ei6tval. 
37 

[Dern.], Neaera lix 125: icat e4Xy74i a oT` oT6V T5v 6 ?t o<6)v y ?t Xi, OtK ?0e'6jkacu; iapa8ODvai 

el; paadvoio; tr6 Oepaxafvac. 
38 

Lye., Leocr. i 28: ot ydp oiaxi 6eiv bgax; U'icp TnXIKOVTcoV &6ItKrIcTO)v eiK&ovTa; 6XX rtflv 
&XI^jO9eav et56rax; fo0raati. Here the verb for the judges' 'knowing' is etivat since they can have direct 
knowledge of the refused challenge, which can be removed from the evidence jar and read aloud. 

39 i 29 6 ycp t6v ntapc TOV cavi66TowV OXeyXov ouybv (bioX6yr7Kev 6Xk1l6Tl ?vtaX T " ?rYYEX?tv. Cf. 
i 35-6 and Thur 268-9. 

Lys., iv 11: toftov KaO' ev tKOaToV Kat TbOV tXwOV ot5v i|v 6 T1 oV p&lov TOI(; te &XXoi; ?sav? 
Kat TOUTOI( 7toUifWai. 

41 
iv 14: 7rapakti(bv tXCyXov of)TO); cYKptpr wa7xaTljaej v iax; p&tox; Cfi09r. 

42 Thuir 209; cf 178-81. 
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women and men'.43 As in several other passages, it is consistent with this text that the elenchos 
that was intended and that actually occurred derived not from basanoi-as is claimed-but from 
the challenge. The speaker goes on to note that his opponent has witnesses also, so the two 
groups of witnesses would cancel each other out. Whichever side loses could bring a dike 
pseudomarturion against his opponent's witnesses, which would supply an elenchos, but only 
after the dicasts' decision. What the speaker argues in section 11 is that the dicasts must 
conclude from his opponent's refusal of the basanos that his witnesses are lying. The speaker's 
own witnesses have then, in a sense, already passed an elenchos, even if it is not in fact the one 
he implies. At viii 45 he refers back to the basanoi as if they had taken place. Lyc. i 28, 
discussed above (n. 28), presents a similar picture. According to the argument, the opponent 
who refuses to test the testimony of his witness through basanos admits that it is untrue. Is. vii 
28 and fr. 23 Thalheim (= DH, Is. 12) illustrate the commonplace character of this argumenta- 
tion. In both passages the basanosis initially mentioned as a support for witnesses that is 
purportedly analogous to the witnesses' support for the litigant's original statements. But when 
the speaker goes on to argue against the credibility of his opponent's statements, he can mention 
only the refusal of the basanos-challenge.44 

Thiir presents Dem. xlv 59 and lii 22 as similarly showing the speakers planning to refute a 
witness through a basanos. But in xlv 59 it is again not the basanos but the challenge that 
provides the refutation: '(the clerk) will read to you the challenge, from which you will catch them 
in the very act of false swearing'.45 In lii 22 the refutation of witnesses through the basanos is 
mentioned as an unrealized possibility, for not even a basanos-challenge took place: 'they knew 
very well that there would be a test through torture of the slaves, if they told any such lie as 
this'.46 The witnesses here did not in fact testify to the point about which a basanos might have 
taken place. The speaker claims that the possibility of a basanos-challenge dissuaded them.47 

Two texts suggest that basanoi should buttress speeches. Demosthenes xxx 35 seems at first 
a clear case: 'so that there would be not only logoi, but also basanoi concerning these 
matters'.48 But the logoi are not the speeches to be delivered before the court, but only 
preliminary discussions held before witnesses. Onetor, it is explained in the next section, was 
not willing at those discussions 'to have recourse' (KOCTtI(nifEv) to the precision of the basanos. 
Antiphon i 7 demonstrates how selective quotation can mislead. In Thtir's (admittedly very 
rapid) critique of Headlam, only the following is quoted: 'if the slaves did not agree (that she 
is a murderer), he would have defended her with good knowledge'.49 So much certainly speaks 
against the Headlam thesis, since the Greek word for 'defending' (6cnoko'ototat) is the term 
used for making a defense in court. But what follows is left out: 'and his mother would have 

43 
Is., Ciron viii 10: ouX66ievo; o6v Tip6; toi; T156t6pXouaI p[t6ptoptv XkEyov LK Pauvov nOtoioac0at 

Tiepi TCT6V, tva gkaxov wbToi; IGVTei3rjtE gtf pXkDoxn I a?1eiv x7y0ov 6cX' f8r 6eooK6ati 1epi dv 
CtaptopoclD, OTOOto; 1tfO')V &K6oOVai T6; 0epa7actva(; Koct Tots) OtKtca5. 

44 Dem., Aph. 3 xxxix 21 also presents such a situation, but the argumentation is slightly different. In III, below, 
I shall discuss how Is. viii is notable for its confusion of the functions of marturia and basanos. 

45 Dem., Steph. I xlv 59: 7cp6KXiTav 4tUV 6varyv6xyeTat, t T; TtofTou; T' tTopKoWVTas ?t' a<TO(6op6p 

[Dem.], Call. lii 22: eT ei566Te; 6X1 6 3aovoi K TCOV oiKtcbv 6 eypo; f5 ta0 oiro, tt Ti TOIO)TO 
Ve'xTolvTO. 

47 Thuir 212 mentions three other passages that he says are predicated on the Beweisfunktion of the basanos, 
Isoc. xvii 54, Is. viii 10 and Dem. xxx 37. None of these affects Headlam's thesis in any way that has not already 
been dealt with. The parallel employment of the basanos-challenge and the oath-challenge in Dem. xxix 25 ff. 
underlines that the function of both challenges is the same, to propose an alternative means of settlement. 

48 
Dem., On I xxx 35: tva [t1 X6yoi i6vov, ckkuCc KOCt p6amvot iept XTl)&v t(yvoivro. 

49 Ant., Stepmother i 7: tf y6cp 6gooyo7otVTOV T6OV v6pa766ov oo; To' ' e t5&; cxv cnokoXito... 
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been released from this charge'.5O This subsequent wording clearly supports Headlam: if the 
tortured slaves had disagreed, the stepmother would have been off the hook legally. The 
prosecuting son could have continued to carry a grudge, but against that grudge his stepbrother 
would have had a vigorous reply (Kact CVTto7r?wl5? ip6s; 4I).51 A reason for confusion seems 
partly to be that two possibilities for torture are suggested: the defending son could have had 
the torture performed within the context of the challenge, or he could have performed it 
unilaterally, since he owned the slaves. If he had performed the torture unilaterally, the case 

might have proceeded and he might have claimed 'good knowledge'. But if the torture resulted 
from the challenge, his mother might have been freed of the trial.52 

Lastly, there are texts in which it appears that evidence adduced in a basanos would come 
to a dikasterion. In [Dem.] liii 22-4 there are counter-challenges to basanoi. The defendant in 
the apographe, Nicostratus, wishes the prosecutor, Apollodorus, to conduct.basanoi on two 
slaves. But Apollodorus claims that the state owns the slaves and that he, as a private individual, 
cannot take responsibility for torturing them. According to his counter-challenge, the basanos 
should be conducted 'publicly' (6r,Loafqc) by the Eleven. The evidence derived would then be 

produced before a dikasterion. Headlam points out that what is suggested by Apollodorus is not 
the usual challenge, but the procedure to be followed where the state is itself one of the parties. 
However, Thur rejects the argumentation as highly suspect. Nicostratus, he argues, by agreeing 
to the public basanos would admit that the slaves belonged to the state and so concede the case. 

Perhaps that is true. Certainly Nicostratus would have argued along these lines, and Apollodorus 
was at any rate in no mood to achieve an extra-judicial settlement. But we really cannot say 
what rules there were regarding such situations, so that Thuir's outright dismissal of Headlam's 
reading is not justified. What matters for the present is whether basanoi resulting from 
challenges resolved disputes or could serve merely as evidence. This text shows at most that 
basanoi conducted by the Eleven or some other delegated body could serve as evidence. 
Headlam's thesis, which concerns disputes between private parties, remains to that extent 
unshaken. Unlike private parties, where its interests were directly involved, the Athenian state 
seems not to have abrogated its decision-making prerogative to any arbitrary procedure. It 
selected officials to carry out the torture and have the results written down and sealed. On 
hearing the results of the basanos, the dicasts would have voted however they saw fit.53 In 
general, I believe, the dicasts would have accepted the evidence of the basanos, conducted by 
the Eleven, as true (cf. And. i 64), but their voting might have included other considerations. 

Dem. liv 27 is introduced with the suggestion that statements of slaves also are to be put into 
the evidence jars: 'they make a challenge-with a view to delay and preventing the evidence jars 
from being sealed-that they are willing to hand over their slaves concerning the assaults'.54 
Again it is not the basanoi that are to go into the evidence jars. Only the challenges, whose 
wording would have to be worked out in a time-consuming process, went into the collection. 

50 ibid: ...Kioct 1f gIITTp octcov) 6cnXXaKTtO 
v 
TatmTrfl; Tf; atTafc;. Thuiir quotes the passage fully several times 

elsewhere. 
51 This text suggests an interesting complication. The fact that there is more than one slave, as well as the fact that 

the verb used of the slaves' statements under torture is 'to agree' (6gokXytco), allows either that the slaves as a group 
would not have agreed with the prosecutor or that they would not have agreed with each other. Although in this case 
the first alternative is the only one possible, the second would clearly present difficulty for the Athenian view of torture. 

52 Thuiir 210 also mentions three texts in which he understands the terminological distinction between marturia 
and basanos to be blurred. They are [Dem.] xlvii 8, liii 22 and lix 122. The second is not problematic: the marturia 
is not identified with the basanos in liii 22. I shall discuss the other two in section III (nn. 75-6). 

[Dem.], Nicostr. liii 24: 6K0o6aavT?e; 
?K TOfrrov rft(a6xe 67ioit6v t itv 6v6Ktei. 

54 Dem., Conon liv 27: 7LpoK(xko)vXtVi titt 8taKpofae1 Kaxt T E cstirq[av6f|val voto; xtvolx;, tO?xiv 
tK1C8O)Vc1 Tiept TCOV nrXfy6v t5xia;. 
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It appears that the slaves were not present at the arbitration and immediately available to be 
tortured, since, as the speaker alleges, time was taken even to write down their names.55 

The result of the foregoing is that the criticisms levelled against Headlam's thesis are not 

insuperable: it is an economical way of dealing with the evidence, and the are no texts that 
cannot be adequately explained through it. Whetheror not it was a procedure formally 
prescribed in Athenian law, the basanos-challenge appears to have been a traditional practice 
having de facto decisiveness for the parties. On the other hand, a key point of scholars like 
Thiir, that the dicasts had the ability independently to evaluate the credibility of all forms of 
evidence that came before them (freie Beweiswiirdigung) also appears confirmed. The basanos 

resulting from a challenge does not bind the dicasts since e it never comes before them.56 
In Ant. v a slave is tortured privately by the famiy of the murder victim and then killed. 

Euxitheos, the defendant, says to the prosecutors, 'you thought it right that [the dicasts] become 
judges of his words [under torture], while you yourselves became dicasts of his actions'.57 The 

implication is that the prosecutors reversed their roles with the dicasts. Just as it was not the 
place of the prosecutors to judge and execute the slave for the murder of Herodes, it was not 
normally the place of the dicasts to assess the statements of a slave under torture. An owner was 

always free to torture his slaves and to report what was revealed in court, but such reports could 
scarcely have persuaded anyone but himself, since he had complete control over his slaves; they 
would have been almost useless before the dicasts. 

The requirement of the Athenian. court that dicasts decide a case after only hearing brief 
presentations from the opposing sides entails that their judgements could only ever be based on 
opinion and conjecture, on at best second-hand information.58 The litigants recognize that it 
would have been far better had they themselves-who had direct knowledge-resolved their dispute, 
or, alternatively, had they resolved it with the help of a private arbitrator, who would have had 
more intimate knowledge of the circumstances than the dicasts can achieve. Demosthenes xxvii 
1 makes just this point: 'this man has fled those who have clear insight into our affairs determining 
anything about them, but has come to you, who have no accurate knowledge of our affairs'.59 
According to the Athenians, the basanos-challenge, like the private arbitration, afforded the 
opportunity to resolve the dispute based on 'accurate knowledge' or 'the entire truth'.60 However, 
this view is not based on any division between 'technical' and 'non-technical' modes of 
argumentation, to which I shall return in the next section, or on a division between archaic and 
classical Athenian law. It is based on a recognition of the imperfect quality of the democratic 
dikasterion, which lacked powers of independent investigation. A resolution of a dispute based on 
accurate knowledge had to stem from the resources of the parties themselves. The basanos, 
conducted through the agreement of both parties, represented one such resource. 

55 In [Dem.] xlvii 13-15 the speaker uses as evidence against the good faith of his opponent that, despite 
allegedly offering his slave for torture, he did not have her available immediately to hand over. 

56 Much of Thur's analysis of the tactical use of the basanos-challenge is unaffected by the correctness of 
Headlam's thesis. However, his hypotheses that in every case the challenge was only a trick and that the speeches 
we possess contain an unrepresentatively high number of basanos-challenges seem to me unnecessary. 

57 
Ant., Her. v 47: Kat T6COv v v k 6yov t6 TCOV bKeIvou ToiYovxi Kpitra; 6WxyaTr yWv?aOac, TdwOV 

tpycov ai)Tot &ixcarTo ?yveaO6e. 
58 See Thur 294-5. 

59 
Dem., Aph. I xxvii 1: o4To; roit; pgv aac(b; it66TaC; Ta gtnT?p' i)4yc pT98tv ctayvdVoa 7cEpi OTch6v, 

Ei; 5' )(Rac; TO'Ct; oV5v T)V if|'?TtpOv &Kpipdx; tcoTa?vou; tkfXkuev. Cf. Dem. xlviii 40 and lv 35. On the 
role of the private arbitrators, see Thur 33 n. 36 and 228-31. 

60 Thuir 294 gathers the relevant passages: Ant. vi 18, [Ant.], Tetr. i 4.8, Lys. vii 43, Isoc. xvii 54, Dem. xxx 
35, Lycurgus i 28-9. 
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III 

Now of course this is all rhetoric and the Orators were not serious in it. 

Many legal scholars are tempted to dismiss the role of rhetoric as something extrinsic and 
bothersome to their study of legal procedures. Statements like Headlam's, above, are common 
in the literature. But it is my view that rhetoric is an essential part of ancient legal discourse and 
that an appreciation of it can be extremely helpful, even essential, for dealing with legal 
questions. In the period from which we have Athenian forensic writings, the late-fifth and fourth 
centuries BC, there were developments in two areas that greatly affected the rhetorical strategies 
used in litigation, including those directed toward the torture of slaves. 

The first was the increasing use of written documents in court, which replaced the use of 
direct oral testimony. It is generally agreed that the transition to the use of written testimony 
was completed before Isaeus, perhaps by about 390 and at any rate not later than 378.61 

Accordingly, while the speeches of the earlier orators, Antiphon, Andocides, Lysias and 
Isocrates, employ oral testimony, those of Isaeus, Demosthenes, Lycurgus, Dinarchus, Demades 
and Hyperides use only written testimony. In the speeches themselves, this transition is most 
noticeable in that, in general, the speakers no longer say 'call the witnesses' but 'read the 
testimony'. In private suits, which came before a public arbitrator, written testimony may have 
been used right from the inception of public arbitration, about 403.62 Certainly writing was 
used earlier, as is indicated at Ant. i 10, and the formulas by which evidence of various sorts 
was used did not change substantially. But the procedural changes made c. 380 must have 
forced a new examination of writing and written documents by those who were composing 
speeches to be used in court (cf. Dem. xlv 44-5). 

The second development that affected rhetorical strategies resulted from the prodigious 
activity of the professional rhetoricians, both as speech writers and teachers. These rhetoricians 
served to canonize lines of argumentation in new ways. However, the process by which they 
did so could result in arguments based on an incomplete understanding of the legal procedure. 
As sophists, theirs was not a mode of thought that was informed simply by traditional 
conceptions or even by the law. The freedom with which they approached problems of law and 
legal procedure allowed them to see rationality in procedures where none existed, or where a 
quite different reasoning was at work. Our most direct evidence for the role of professional 
rhetoricians in categorizing forensic arguments consists of the accounts of Aristotle (Rhet. 1.15) 
and Anaximenes (Rhet. Alex. 14-17) on the atechnoi pisteis, the documentary evidence used in 
court. Rather than atechnoi, Anaximenes uses tterm epithetoi ('supplementary') pisteis, which 
indicates that, like Aristotle, he sees them as somewhat extrinsic to the speech and the 
rhetorician's techne. These were the documents that could, for instance, be read aloud by the 
court secretary at the request of the speaker. Aristotle includes five sorts, laws, testimony of 
witnesses, contracts, basanoi and oaths, while Anaximenes has what he calls 'the opinion of the 
speaker' and then witnesses, basanoi and oaths. 

Despite their superficial differences, both handbooks rely on a common precursor.63 
Although there are times when they differ in specific language, the arguments they recommend 
are essentially the same, the similarity being especially striking in the sections relating to 
basanos. Aristotle and Anaximenes composed their handbooks in the period 350-330 BC. If, as 

61 See Bonner 46-54 and G.M. Calhoun, 'Oral and written pleading in Athenian courts', TAPA i (1919) 177-93; 
cf. F. Pringsheim, 'The transition from witnessed to written transactions in Athens', in Festg. Simonius (1955) 287-97 
and Gesammelte Abhandlungen (Heidelberg 1961) 2.401-9, and Thuiir 89-90. 

62 See R.J. Bonner, 'The institution of Athenian arbitrators', CP xi (1916) 191-5, and H.C. Harrell, Public 
arbitration in Athenian law (Columbia, MO 1936) 27-8. 

63 See D. Mirhady, 'Non-technical pisteis in Aristotle and Anaximenes', AJP cxii (1991) 5-28. 
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seems likely, the original handbook was composed specifically as a result of the changes made 
in judicial procedure that required the use of written testimony, about 378 BC, then it was 

probably written sometime between 378 and 360. That would put it one generation before the 
technai of Aristotle and Anaximenes. 

However, the sequence in the handbooks 'laws, witnesses, basanoi and oaths' reveals an 

important difference between the judicial and rhetorical methods of categorization. In Ath. Pol. 
53.2-3 it is said that the documents placed in the evidence jar after a public arbitration-which are 
the only ones that can be used before the court-are the 'laws, challenges and testimonies (of 
witnesses)'.64 The rhetorical handbooks thus follow this judicial scheme, by including laws and 
witnesses, but they replace challenges with basanoi and oaths. Like the Ath. Pol., the speeches of 
the orators give indications only for the court secretary to read challenges to basanoi and oaths, 
not basanoi or oaths directly. The substitution in the handbooks resulted perhaps from the 
economy of not having to deal with the challenge twice, first in terms of the basanos and then of 
the oath. In his treatment of oaths, Aristotle preserves the idea of the challenge, but in their 
treatments of the basanos both Aristotle and Anaximenes refrain from any suggestion of the 
challenge. On the other hand, as was observed throughout section II, the orators commonly speak 
of the basanos aoss if it had taken place, when in fact they can refer only to a challenge. 

The consequences of the substitution, whatever its rationale, are more than superficial, for 
the handbooks take one further and very misleading step: with the procedural distinction of the 
challenge seemingly forgotten, they identify the basanos as a form of testimony (marturia). 
Aristotle calls basanoi a kind of testimony (aeapTe pivtp TIv;g), while Anaximenes calls a 
basanos 'an agreement of someone who knows, but is involuntary'; for him the only difference 
between a marturia and a basanos is whether the 'agreement' is voluntary or not.65 Through 
this identification the rhetoricians put the basanos on a par with the testimony of free males. 
The identification comes easily to the modern perspective, as it must have to a sophist. Since 
we live in a slaveless society, we see little difference between the statement of a slave and that 
of a free person. Moreover, our difficulty in translating basanos adds to the confusion: the word 
is often rendered as 'the testimony of a slave under torture' and so the word 'testimony' is used 
of both marturia and basanos. The sophist must likewise have emphasized the parallel between 
the statements of free and slave involving 'those who know' the truth (ot rve56T?(;). In 
Antiphon vi 22-5, where the speaker is emphasizing how he sought to settle his dispute 
amicably, there is close connection made between the two. But in Antiphon, unlike the 
handbooks, there is no confusion of marturia and basanos. In fact, in vi 25 Antiphon is at pains 
to emphasize the close parallel between basanos and oath. 

If in the first part of this paper I had argued that Thuir and the other legal scholars who have 
rejected Headlam's thesis are right and that the results of a basanos could come before a court, 
which would evaluate its credibility, then it would hardly matter that the handbooks identify it 
as a form of testimony. But if the basanos is actually an out of court means of settling a 
dispute, then what the handbooks say is quite misleading. The marturia and the basanos are in 

64 Ath. Pol. 53.3: O0VK ?EGTa 6' OC)T? v6got; OET? npoKXJ'Teo1 OT? Y apxptapWI; 6kk' | Tari; rXpX TO) 
&faxTr1Tof) XpfjaOX TaXi; et; T')ot; tXfvoiJ; tepXriitvna(;. No particular weight should be put on the order. In 
53.2 'laws' and 'testimonies' are reversed. Cf. Harpocration, s.v. txtnlirTat and SIG3 953.20-3. Thuiir 132-48 argues 
in great detail against identifying the challenge as an atechnos pistis on the grounds that since its authenticity must 
be supported by marturiai, its evidentiary force is reducible to the marturiai. However, while it is correct not to make 
this identification-because the substitution made by the rhetoricians would cause us to label the basanoi and oaths 
as atechnoi pisteis twice-Aristotle supports the authenticity of contracts through marturiai and yet recognizes them 
as atechnoi pisteis (1376b2-5). 

65 
Aristotle, Rhet. i 15 1376b31: oct &t Pdcavoi papTuptal TIVt; teA. Anaximenes, Rhet. Alex. 16.1: 

P&avo; &t -TIt ?tv 6oXykoyta icapOc nUVet66'6o;, &KOVTro 8t. Cf. Rhet. Alex. 36-18 and 31. 
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no way similar from a judicial point of view.66 The marturia is the statement of a free male 
that is made in order to support the credibility of something said by the litigant in court. By 
making the statement, the man takes a share of the risk run by the litigant (cf. Arist. Rhet. 1.15 
1376a8). The basanos, on the other hand, is an extra-judicial means of securing 'the truth' 
concerning a disputed point. Its function is to decide a dispute, just as would the decision of a 
private arbitrator or the agreed-upon swearing of an oath. 

As was mentioned in section II, there are several texts in which speakers compare the 
basanos to the marturia.67 Some understand the texts to be an indication of their judicially 
parallel status. However, they appear instead to indicate that the orators briefly took over a 

misleading step from the rhetoricians. In the speeches of Antiphon, Andocides and Lysias there 
is no suggestion that the basanos and the marturia are parallel. Isocrates (c. 393 BC), however, 
argues at one point that '[while the judges believe that] it is possible to suborn witnesses of 
things that have not occurred, basanoi demonstrate clearly which side is telling the truth'.68 
In so doing, he actually preserves the judicial distinction between the basanos and marturia 
since he does not quite suggest that they are parallel. At the same time he intimates a point of 
comparison. Isaeus (before 364) and Demosthenes (c. 363) take this point further. They connect 
another argument, which also appears in the handbooks, that the existence of a suit against false 
testimony (dike^ pseudomarturion) implies the suspect nature of the marturia (cf. Rhet. i 
151376a20-1, Rhet. Alex. 15.6) and argue as follows: 'you know that of those who have testified 
in the past some appeared not to testify truly, but none of those tortured has ever been proven 
to have said what was not true as a result of the tortures'.69 This comparison is absurd from 
a judicial point of view, since slaves were tortured partly because they were not liable to 
prosecution for false testimony.70 It was procedurally impossible for them to be caught saying 
what was untrue. One of the conditions necessary for an accepted basanos-challenge was that 
both parties believed the slave would tell the truth under torture.7' 

Another commonplace linking Isocrates, the rhetorical handbooks and Isaeus and 
Demosthenes is found in an argument used together with the identification of basanos and 
marturia. Isocrates says to the judges, 'I see that you think that concerning both private and 
public matters there is nothing more credible or truer than the basanos'.72 Aristotle abbreviates 
the argument, but Anaximenes gives it in full: 'private people concerning the most serious 
matters and cities concerning the most important affairs take credence from basanoi'.73 Isaeus 

66 See Thuir 210 and Todd (n. 4) 27-31. See also G.R. Morrow, Plato's law of slavery in its relation to Greek 
law (Urbana 1939) 82 n. 48, on Laws 11.937b: 'Plato uses the word goptupeiv ... in its precise legal sense ... In 
the strict sense of the word neither the slave-informer nor the slave put to the torture could be called a 6cp'nT;'. Cf. 
[Ant.], Tetr. 1.2.7, 1.3.4 and 1.4.7, Lys., vii 37, Isoc., xxi 4, Dem., xxx 36, and Hyperides, fr. 5 Jensen. 

67 See Thiir 209-10. 
68 Isoc., Trap. xvii 54: iccti 6pTvOpa; Hgv 'yoVg;voV; ol6v T' elvati cdt TCov gtl EvogtVwv lnapaocKu6c- 

Gaoxalt, trc; 86t Pasx6vov;q xavep6); m5teiv6vMt, 676Tepot T&Xr0ilO9 yoVonv. 
69 Isaeus, Ciron viii 12: CafVIaGTE yap 6 T V6w gv gapT'vpoxvtCv i5q Tvtv; ?8oactv o0 T6Xif0q 

uap'xvpf7ai, TO\V 5i [kaaavtaOtv'rov oi)68ve?; ~i(6OTe? _qXygriaatv b 6; OticK dX,0 icK Tov Paa6vtov 
etin6vte?. Dem. xxx 37 follows Isaeus almost verbatim. 

70 
Plato, Laws xi 937a-b, allows slaves to testify (auxpvp?Eiv) and to speak in court only at trials for murder 

and only on the condition that they be made accountable through the dike pseudomarturion. Attic law had no such 
provisions. Thiir 309 calls the comparison of basanos and marturia hollow. 

71 Cf. Ant., Stepmother i 8, Chor. vi 25, Lyc., Leocr. i 29. Thuiir 227-34 points out that, in those disputes that 
refer explicitly to the dispute-ending quality of the basanos, the references to aphesis and apallage correspond to 
the other methods of mutually ending disputes. 

72 
Isoc., Trap. xvii 54: 6pC 6) &Kat bia; cKat icpt TCOV itowv Kaxt iept T6)V 68oaFtcov ot&v 7riaT6T?pov 

o65' X~I06oaT?pov Dafatvou vogfovrag. 
73 Arist., Rhet. i 15 1376b30-3 1: X?etv & 8oicom T r6t mi6v. Anax., Rhet.Alex. 16.1: ot te t&fbfran iept Tz6v 

a7nou5a)loTccTov Kat ai 766X?; 1iept TCOV gqeytrov tiK Paocavov Tdc; rfareti; Xapavotxn. Cf., Lyc. 1.29. 
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(viii 12) and Demosthenes (xxx 37) rehearse nearly the same argument. Demosthenes' verbatim 
copying of Isaeus reflects a lack of intellectual commitment on the part of the young orator that 
may have guided Isaeus himself in this instance as well. It seems likely that Isocrates inspired 
this part of the original handbook, even if he did not have a role in writing it himself.74 The 
comparison between the basanos and the marturia, which was irrelevant in terms of the law, 
was useful rhetorically. Isaeus and his student Demosthenes, who compose speeches only after 
all testimony is being committed to writing, appear to be influenced by the sort of handbook 
that inspired Aristotle. The chronology fits this pattern. 

Basanos and marturia are directly identified in only two speeches. The first, [Dem.] xlvii, 
was composed c. 355, but the thrust of the argument, a paraphrase of the opponent, closely 
follows Isoc. xvii 54 with its suggestion of suborning witnesses: 'for [my opponent] said in the 
suit for assault that the witnesses who had been present and were testifying about what had 

happened-in writing according to the law-were false and had been suborned by me, but that 
the [slave] woman who had been present would speak the truth, testifying not in writing, but 
from the strongest testimony, while being tortured'.75 The speaker reports a stock argument 
from the handbooks that his opponent (mis)used in order to deceive the judges in a previous suit 

(cf. xlvii 40). He reports the opponent's identification of the basanos as marturia ironically, 
since, even if this argument were persuasive at one time, it now appears a transparent deception 
as more importance is placed upon writing and conformity to the law. The irony suggests that 
this particular influence of the rhetoricians on the orators was short-lived. As influential (and 
misleading) as the passages that identify basanos as marturia have been for modern scholarship, 
they did not catch on among the orators. The only other occurrence [Dem.] Ixix 122, is 
equivocal: '[Stephanus] might have made a demonstration from the most accurate testimony, 
by handing over these servants'.76 Apollodorus is certainly referring to the basanos, but he also 
refers, metaphorically, to Stephanus' possible 'testimony' in simply acceding to the challenge 
and producing the servants (cf. Is. viii 14 for this metaphor of marturia.) 

Since the rhetorical handbooks that we possess from the fourth century were composed after the 
speeches that survive, or at any rate after those who wrote the speeches were mature and unlikely 
to be interested in handbooks, it is often difficult to discern where systematic rhetorical thought has 
directly influenced the orators. But in the case of the atechnoi pisteis, where the general structure 
of what appears in our handbooks was probably already in circulation a generation before Aristotle 
composed his Rhetoric, it is plausible to search for such influences. Because the status accorded the 
basanos in the handbooks, as a form of marturia, differs so markedly from its judicial status, the 
influence of the handbooks becomes clearly apparent. It still remains to delve more deeply into the 
Athenian rationale for using torture as they did, but that must await another study.77 

DAVID C. MIRHADY 
University of Alberta 
Edmonton, Canada 

74 See Plut. Dem. 5.5 and Mirhady, 'Pisteis' (n. 63) 6-7. 
75 

[Dem.], Ev. xlvii 8: t0ri yap tv Tq 6iKci TrVi atiKciXcf To1z; ogv g6cppt)pac; rotx; capaxyvojgvox; Kcdi 

papT'upoVTaccq Td ' 7v6iev?a tv ypavaTcggct Kac cx tv v6gov ?1E?1ie; ?etvX Kat X TCr7' t ro) mp?cCKE)CaTgfvom);, 
T'iv 8' 6&v0pwO7ov Tr?v TcapaXoVOuLv iv ?pciV X0Q, OVK ?K ypaaglttxfov g(apT'opofcav, &X' iK Tc T; 
lt%xpopOsCT,c; gapTxptat;, [3aoavtioRtvrJv. 

76 
[Dem.] lix 122 tf|v aOCVC K Tf; 6CKplp?eca6TTr; apTxuptap; t6m&eta, napa?66vTt td; Oepacatvas; 

Trf6raq;. Cf., n. 36 above. 
77 For financial support I am indebted to the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada and 

the Killam Memorial Trust. For helpful comments on earlier drafts, thanks are due to P. Harding, P. Kussmaul, E. 
Harris and, not least, G. Thtir, as well as the readers for JHS. After completion of my paper, Professor Michael 
Gagarin kindly sent me his paper, 'The torture of slaves in Athefian law' CP xci (1996) 1-18; Professor Gagarin 
takes a position quite different from mine. 
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